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Friday 6 October
National Carers Day
Filien Habitat Active, the best service for autonomy
at home and carers
On National Carers Day, Telegrafik and Filien ADMR are launching Filien Habitat Active, a
comprehensive service of vigilant care to assist carers and their frail, elderly or disabled loved
ones, bringing together home automation, business data management at home and telecare.
Filien Habitat Active, support at home and peace of mind for carers
“Today is National Carers Day. There are about 11 million people in France who, on a daily basis, support
a vulnerable loved one. The new Filien Habitat Active service aims to offer them peace of mind
every day. Thanks to the smartphone app, they can stay in touch with their loved one, and make
sure that all is well,” says Carole Zisa-Garat, Founder of Telegrafik.
The Filien Habitat Active service combines intelligent processing of sensor data with Telegrafik and Filien
ADMR telecare.
“This is not merely an assembly of services, but a
comprehensive approach focused on the well-being of
vulnerable people living alone at home and the
quality of life of those around them,” explains Hervé
Meunier, Managing Director of Filien ADMR.
Every carer has peace of mind, thanks to useful
information provided by the service, and the ability to
personalise their notifications.
“With Filien Habitat Active, we give these people the chance
to breathe a little, to take time for themselves”, adds Hervé
Meunier.
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About Telegrafik
Created in 2013, Telegrafik is positioned on the border of the Internet of Things and the Silver Economy.
The company, winner of numerous awards and recognitions, has developed a smart software platform for
data analysis to offer services for home care of vulnerable people and remote monitoring of patients.
http://www.telegrafik.fr
Company news: http://www.telegrafik.fr/blog/
Twitter feed: https://twitter.com/tlgrafik
Press contacts
TELEGRAFIK - Anne-Cécile André / Déborah Parès
contact@telegrafik.eu / +33 6 64 38 49 71

About Filien ADMR
In 1988, to ensure that its range of services dedicated to home care complemented each other, ADMR (the
first French local association network) created its own telecare service: Filien ADMR. Filien ADMR is
intended for private individuals and health professionals: accommodation for the elderly, facilities for
people with disabilities, nursing homes for people requiring highly dependent care, etc.
Today, it is one of France's major players in the area of telecare, promoting completely safe and substantial
home care. In 2016, Filien ADMR received the NF Service certification “telecare at home”, a real guarantee
of quality and trust for those who subscribe to this service and their families and friends.
Filien ADMR key figures:
-

29 years of experience, 84 employees, 2016 turnover: € 9M
150,000 people equipped since the start of its operations throughout France
780,000 calls handled in 2016, of which 10% required the intervention of a third party

For more information, please visit: www.filien.com
Twitter feed: https://twitter.com/FilienADMR
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